
Specifications

NCS Album is divided into two parts. The first

binder contains the grey colours and the hues

from Y to R90B. The second binder stretches

from B to G90Y. The binders are filled with 1950

removable colour samples in A9-format. All NCS

Colour Samples can be ordered separately as

refills and a practical storage box is included. The

tight insert pockets keep three samples of each

colour in place and a matt-laminated, whiter

paper gives a good background for the colours.

NCS Album also includes a Colour Mask for

improved colour assessment and selection. A

page with a Colour Combination Guide at the

back of the binder B-G90Y is also included to

help when working with similarities and colour

combinations.

Content (*)

- Album (2 volumes); consisting of two separate

binders, Y-R90B and B-G90Y

- Colour samples (NCS 1950 Original colours, 3

pcs of each colour); may be ordered separately

- Colour Design Brochure in English (1)

- Colour Mask (1); for improved colour

assessment and selection

- Colour Combination Guide (1)

- Language: English

* Number of products

Size and Weight

- Product Size: 75 x 380 x 425 mm (W x H x L)

- Gross Size: 150 x 385 x 440 mm (W x H x L)

- Product Weight: 9.9 kg- Sample Size: 52 x 37

mm (A9-format)

- Sample Weight: 3 g

Material

- Paper: 200 g, Sappi Profi Gloss

 Sample: SemiMatt, gloss level 1520 in 60°
- Print Layout: NCS Notation printed on reverse

on each sample and on each pocket in the album

Package

- Product: Black cardboard binders and a storage

box

- Shipping: Special cardboard outer carton

Production

- NCS Quality Level 1, based on NCS Quality

Management System, certified against ISO

NCS ALBUM

A large album giving a complete overview of NCS - Natural Colour

System®© and filled with removable colour samples for easy
selection and colour design.

To make the search for colours and colour combinations within NCS 1950

Original colours easy, this colour album is sorted according to NCS. The colour

samples can be taken out from the album for presentation on mood boards or

specifications. They can also be used for matching with different coloured

surfaces, such as textiles and plastic materials, or in different lighting.

1 808 EUR

Industry Orders

NCS Colour marketing and sales tools can be ordered by volume for immediate

delivery or well ahead of time, i.e. pre-order allowing for lower pricing.

Distributors

We work closely with our distributors to provide clients with the full range of

NCS products and services on a local level and cut down delivery times and

costs.

Find distributor

Adjust/Brand

How would you like to customise your NCS Sales and Marketing tools? The

customisation possibilities are many and NCS Colour encourage you to take

advantage of it.

Product customisation

Related products
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NCS Colour Mask 16.50 EUR

Colour Samples

Contact us

Distributors

Careers

Environmental commitment
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